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Library Issues Cause Campus Controversy
Students Rally Today:
Books, Longer Hours

President Comments
On Library Episode

C

A-12aztart

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Pres. John T. Wahlquist issued
"Actually, the Governor’s budthe following statement for pub- get on the library for San Jose
VOL 49 vaPIP
No. 85 lication in the Spartan Daily fol- State has never been so favorable.
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 1962
lowing weekend attempts by seven . . . The new library budget proSJS students to campaign directly vides $65,600 more than will be
among state officials in Sacra- expended during the current year.
mento for longer library hours
"The amount of money provided
and broader selection of books.
for the purchase of books is es"Evidently the students who are tablished by a formula applied to
Iagitating for longer hours in the all state colleges. If the formula
library are not properly informed is not acceptable, obviously it
on procedural matters. We regret would have to be changed at the
that they saw fit to go to Sacra- chancellor’s level after deliberamento before conferring with the tions with the department of fiBy CMOs HEAOINGs
"still look of an eagle at lest upon
The 1113,stery of this woman’s college administration. Under the nance, the legislative analyst and
The predominantly female cast a rock" is hired as governess of background hangs like a cloud over Master Plan of Higher Education the legislators concerned.
of California, the chancellor’s of of the Speech and Drama depart- the 16 -year-old granddaughter of the play until the balloon of se-I
DOCTORAL WORK
crecy is popped by a dinner guest, ice is the spokesman for all of
ment’s production of Enid Bag - the household, Laurel.
"We feel fortunate that San
the
state
colleges
in
legislative
Suspense enters the picture when a former judge and old friend of
Jose State was recognized as one
fold’s mystely-comedy, "The Chalk
matters.
Mrs. St. alaugham.
of the six colleges being considGarden." will make its debut toBut the suspense does not cloud l "Furthermore, we have been
ered for joint doctoral work; for
night at 8:15 in the College Theout the almost Shaw-type humor instructed that all state college
as a con-sequence we were proater.
of the play. The eccentric Mrs. St. I matters brought to the attention
vided with several thousand dolTickets to the contemporary
Maugham, Laurel’s "Grandloo," of the chancellor’s office must
lars of additional funds to purEnglish comedy are still available
carries the hi unt of Miss Bagnold’s! come through the office of the
pro, id..n, of the ..ollege concerned. chase books to support graduate
at 50 cents for students and $1
subtle criticism of people who try’
instruction in certain fields of
general admission at the College
to keep from burning their bridges
. study.
Theater box office, Fifth and San
behind them while the rest of s-"Obviously, the additional money
Fernando sts. The play will run tocietv moves on at a rapidly chic;
will be used primarily to strength night and tomorrow night and
ing pace.
en those fields judged to be most
March 21-24.
Maitland. portrayed by Chu:
in need.
Miss Bagnold’s play has no cen0
Drew for the SJS production
tral character. The action revolves
’ Mrs. St. Maugham’s "manse] van,
LONGEST I.IBRARY HOURS
-The only thm4 :1 mindie-of-thelargely about three women. They
A man who is unhappy with life,
know that students will he
roader
can
"I
do
is
block
traffic,"
are Miss Madrigal, played by Joan
Maitland’s idiosynera.sies range
interested in learning that no othLankenau; Mrs. St. Maugham, Jane
from a "passion for the Right" and Charles Bower, Republican candistate college offers any longer
Lambert, and Laurel, Bonda Lewis
a nervous habit of forever replac- date for the 25th assembly district, er
told a meting of the Young Repub- library hours than does San Jose
ing and re -arranging things.
BASICALLY COMElat’
lican club yesterday afternoon in ,State,
REMAINING CAST
ePlaced in the country manor of
1 "The administration locally is
room A of the cafeteria.
Other
members
of
the
local
east
an English family of position, the
Bower, invited by the ‘111 group’ opposed to operating the library
are
Lee
Ruggles,
as
Olivia,
Laurel’s
DR.
PAUL
W.
DAVEE
play is basically a comedy with a
to explain his views, set iris out later than 10 p.m. The lockout
directs play mother who remarried "for love:" against foreign aid.
touch of mystery and suspense. It
hour for women students in the
A shrevid tax -dodging farmer, is the type of story which should
Russell Holcomb. the judge who
He told the sparsely-attended dormitories, sororities and all
his beautiful daughter and a hap- keep growing on its audience, ac. Laurel begins prying into the un- drops the bomb on Miss Madrigal’s meeting that U.S. aid has gone I., approved housing is 11 p.m.
less internal revenue agent are cording to its director, Dr. Paul W. known background of the govern- secret past; Sandra Emery and foreign countries to
establish bust"Under present arrangements
involved in the boisterous plot of Davee, associate professor of ess, Miss Madrigal. But Miss Mad- Cathi Purcell, second and third ness and factories under the
CM’ students can work in the library
tonight’s Firday Flick. "The Mat- drama.
applicants
for the position of gov- trol of the state, and in this manrigal, although a prim and outuntil 10 p.m. and then check out
ing Game," 7:30 in Morris Dailey
At the opening of the play, a spoken woman, isn’t giving out any erness. and Bonnie Roseveare, as ner American dollars were helping books that they may need for conauditorium.
Ithe nurse of Mr. Pinkbell, Mrs. St. to prepetuate forms of socialism.
neat, contained woman with the information voluntarily.
armed study ...
’The Mating Game" is a fastI Nlaugham’s long -employed but unBower declared he believes it is
moving comedy which combines
INCREASE COSTLY
seen
.
constitutionally illegal to give aid
spicy dialogue with slapstick
household from the confines of his to other countries except in times
"The college librarian estimates
those
restmbling
routines
comedy
upstairs room,
that it would cost an additional
of war.
of silent film producer Mack
"The Chalk Garden" was first
Asked after his speech if he j$3500 a year to keep the reserve
nett.Senproduced in October 1955 at the believed that the U.S. was in ef- l book room open until 10 every
The film stars Debbie Reynold,
lahel Barrymore theater in New feet at war with communism and ’night. including Friday, Saturday
:111,1
Tony Randall, Paul Douglas
York City with Siobhan MeKenna could thus justify foreign aid, and Sunday,.
Ind Gladys Cooper in the cast.
Una Merkel.
Bower gave a neizative answer’ -Even if such extra funds were
Admission to the film is 25
Heading the stage crews of the and added that no war has been available next year. however. the
us
to
to
cc’
Angeles
"We
just
couldn’t
gather
any
us,
JOttrney
cents with a student -body card.
,SJS production air Wendell J.. declared by congress.
,’question would remain as to how
impressions whatsoever on who ’affirm a set of earlier criteria Johnson, professor of drama, deHe went on to say that foreign the money should be spent for
the new state college chancellor, established by the council prior to sign: Miss Benwice E. Prisk, a.sso- aid does not advance the cause ’maximum benefit."
the appointment of Dr. Buell Gal- elate professor of drama, costumes, of the U.S. when delivered to
will be."
The president invites interested
Dr. John Ballard reported yes- lagher as chancellor.
and Kenneth R. Dorsi, assistant Communist bloc countries such as j students to discuss the library
terday to the SJS college faculty. The only change in the previ- professor of drama. lighting.
Yugoslavia.
:problem with the administration.
council that educators attending ously approved criteria involved
the Los Angeles conference set up! the fifth point.
last weekend by the state college, "S.I.S’s faculty mimed would
hoard of flusters accomplished I prefer the new chancellor not be
little in their efforts to obtain ad- taken from the Stale of California
ditional nominations for the va-j state college or university Sylicated post. of chancellor of the. tem," Dr. Ballard explained.
State college system.
"We feel it is better to obtain
Dr. Ballard. associate professor someone who is not familiar with
sicenee, and secretary! the political pressure that had
of
sJS’s faculty council, said hisj existed in the past," he added.
1 Dr. Ballard said names of nos i Mrs. Margaret Carson Hubbard, j stores are
open to both races and advance. now "there Is nothing
- -,
Isible candidates for the chancellor!rauthor, lecturer, and authority on I Negro Africans are no longer re- Africans want more than educaat
were
asked
for
position
the African affairs, said that the glared to use different entrances, tion."
meting.
’ struggle for equality of the races or shops, as steps toward mrti"The man in the. bush wants to
including
"Not one delegation,
in Africa is being complicated by plete equality, particularly in "ter the stream of civilization,"
our own, submitted any -name-s’ I a new development --black racial- Rhodesia.
she said.
however," Ur. Ballard declared.
ism, when she spoke on "As AfShe indicated that while the naMrs. Hubbard told the group
He said many delegates felt not’ ricans See Africa." before a small
are violently for that Africa really entered the
enough time was allowed two ’crowd yesterday in Morris Dailey live Africans
self-government, they do not nec- modern world during World War
days) to give adequate considera- II, when it became a workshop
The coveted male lead roles in lion to posible candidates.
ifor war materials. Indust ries
Mrs. Hubbard, a student of AfIle added that some persons did
the upcoming Revelries production
mushroomed at the time, and edrican affairs since 1922, said that
have been awarded to Jim Giussi submit individual names to the,
ucation took hold.
friction between Africa’s black
board of trustees.
and Dave McClellan.
and white is caused by differences
Africa is held hack, however,
Kevin Seligman, student direcof opinion among the peoples.
by the fact that its women are
tor of the May 11-12 student pmAfricans want control of their
not being educated as eagerly as
duced musical -comedy, announced
own nations and want to he recogj the men, Mrs. Hubbard indicated.
the entire cast yesterday followEunized
as
human
beings
by
The low’s -horn world traveler said
ing tryouts earlier this week.
ropeans and Americans, said the
that it
only recently that
MUSS’. a freshman speech and
former U.S. envoy. "The Negro
it omen were first allowed to atdrama major, anel McClellan. a
man
treats
white
feels
the
African
tend school. and it is they who
junior physical education mak’’’,
Dr. Glenn thimke, possible suc- him as a second rate citizen,"
still cling to clrt beliefs and enswill be the male stars in "BMOC"
as
Gallagher
Buell
asserted.
to
Dr.
cessor
she
(Big Man on Campus), a musical torn,.."I,.
colstate
California
chancellor
of
women must be educated.
White Africans, however, al,
comedy spoofing student body
leges, will be the main speaker at opposed to letting Negro Afric
Continlied on Paige 6)
elections on a college campus.
I
Founders’
of
SJS
rule themselves, according to Mu
Female lead parts went to the observance
Hubbard. She said that it appears
Marian Slave, junior speech and day, May 2.
Chairman Joe West, dean of to be a general feeling among
drama major, Judy Goins, sophomore education major and Cathi educat tonal services and summer whites that if the Negroes are’
Purcell, junior speech and drama sessions. anounced that Dr. Dumkei allowed to achieve self -tile. it will
has already accepted an imitation lead to a lowering of standards,’
major.
MRS. MARGARET HUBBARD
.1.111
hit fir -I
.1
Carl Finwall and Albert Nelvin to the annual event. Dr. Minkel particularly in business.
it ahnn I
thr
.
. discusses Africa
will fill the two top supporting is currently viee chancellor in! The adventurous grandmother
111
-itririt hart.* 1.1,/f
111
charge of academic affairs for the said that as a result of this, poroles.
m
1 on ran open it sith
litical leadership, which once esoanly want all whiles to In,Roles also have tarn awarded ot:ite
I
161 ’mg. yard a,,1 it hilt rill an.
merely called for parity, now wants I "as king as they behave the
Its David Pelee, Tom Atteberr
II
’it."a lona tinir In pee
dominance. Outbreaks of violence I selves.Doug Mortensen. Gloria Bales.
thin sis.. yo u rim am
have resulted. she said, and a I Draaing from her expern
ie,..
Susan Love. Sharon Dorfman,
MI
hal t on .111,1 not,
?
Annette Gonsalves, Norma 13rock
open for the prevalent feeling seems to be Its a Wavelet’ in Africa. Mrs. If
Seven poso.,,ns
it Hilt it, then ftpfra.1
and Joy Tillman.
rally committee. They include vice’ "Damn anything that is at acted hard at tempted to give her a.
’our payment rhml
ence an idea of Inc tremendo .
The 1962 Revelries show, writ- chairman,
recording secretary, by the whites."
es
raq and
Me. It’s I
Mrs. Hubbard lamented the fact changes which have CoMe over the
ten by SJS student Ray Parkin- corresponding secret a ry, t reasitrer,
I
,s a
I.
son, Involves the dilemma of "a representative at large, publicity I that ouch a situation has devel- country sinus- her first visit t here
l’hIAPPY ST. PAT’S!Preffy
rommon y,,,ing man. hist like director and rant stunt director. loped now that whites appear to in 1922
Irish lass, Colleen Sullivan, dons top
hundreds you pass every rhtY on
Applications are available in the be making an honest effort to- I Mrs. Hubbard said that while
e4" and shamrocks to get into the St. Patrick’s Day mood.
the. way to class," Seligman ex College Union interviews will be Ward equality for all Africans.
Africa was once unconcerned a ith
010^, whose great grandparents came from the "Emerald
RCKYS
plainest.
She pointed to the fact that monetary gains and technological
". is 4 sophomore home economics major,
Monday from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
rh"’" " a."Heti

I.t ND
py CAROL
A rally in support of longer
better library
wan,. hours and
staged this afterbe
will
materials
closed
at 3:20 in front of the
artian of the library, according
Fred Karlsen, senior, one
who carried
d seven SJS students
to state of
atm cause directly
during the weekend.
Res. John T. Wahlquist has
attend and explain
pen invited to
their
or students can coordinate
administration toefforts with the
art achieving their goals, accordto Karlsen. who is also president of Tau Delta Phi, SJS honor
raternity.
SJS vice
P r. William J. Dusel.
pesident, told the Spartan Daily
asterday that President Wahlpia is attending meetings in Sacramento and is expected to return
MRS.
SPEAKFAtS SCHEDULED
Tom Bickman, student reproto the faculty-student
ligarY committee, is scheduled to
peak at the rally, explaining prosen library conditions.
Mark Sheehan, instructor in
English, will tell of library facilities at other colleges.
Dr. Edward J. Harrington, asrelate professor of biology and
siege education, was also invited
to address the rally. He is a fm lay representative to the Libra.,
canmittee.
’NOT OFFIt’IAL’
When contacted by the Spartan
rails, Professor Harrington said
there will be no official representation from the library committee
as the rally is not an official college function.
In his invitation to President
Wahlquist. Karlsen said. ’This
ally will be a dignified and orderexpression of our hopes in reprd to the library, and it is not
eitended to he in any way in op*ion to the administration."
A resolution adopted by Tau
Delta Phi requesting extension of
Rome Rook room hours gained
signet of the Model United Nations last night at its meeting.
"We’re hopeful that the campus
thing groups will support the
-

resolution, too." said Karlsen.
"Although the rally takes place
late on Friday, we’re hoping to
have a large turnout. Students interested in the library facilities
should take this opportunity to
show their interest." he said.
THROUGH CHANNELS
Professor Harrington stressed
that interested students may best
aid the library by communicating
specific suggestions, questions,
complaints or compliments to
members of the college library
committee.
"All such suggestions will be
discussed at one of the regularlyscheduled committee meetings and
recommendations made to the college librarian," he said.
Professor Harrington stated
that the committee investigated
the problem of additional library
hours last semester, found them
desirable hut impossible because
of budget restrictions.
Since their return from Sacramento, the crusading students
have sent telegrams to seven of
the state officials they saw who
had expressed interest in the library problem. Among them are
Asemblymen Phillip Burton IDSan Francisco), and Thomas M.
Rees ID-Los Angeles) and Lt.
Gov. Glenn Anderson.
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Secrecy, Shavian Humor

Mystery-Comedy, ’Chalk Garden,’
Opens Six-Day Run Tonight

Foreign Aid Hit
By Y R Speaker

’The Mating Gam
Tonight’s Flick

Who To Be Chancellor’
No Ideas Reports Prof

Irish Miss

New Development Slows
African Parity: Hubbard

Cast Chosen’
For ’BMOC’
Production

Founder’s Day
Brings Dumke

pp,

Rally Positions

FriJay March 1S 19(’
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Thrust and Parr"

Editorial

Says What?

Who

lirs4
A Awry printed in the Spartan Daily last week
termed correct, then erroneous. then correct and now doesn’t
quite know where it stands.
The story wan the Student Council article of March 8 which
stated that Brent Davis. ASH president, announced to council
possible iiiteiatiolls of removing members of the Spartan programs committee because it has failed to provide a "well rounded
program."
I. lion publication of the article by the Daily, Day is cone
mented that its content was correct.

STARTLING MESSAGE
Then. March 12, the Spartan Daily received a message. also
sent to the Student Council. stating, "The Associated Student
Body President ... by. way of clarification stated that there was
no intent to remove any of the present committee as had been
erroneously printed in the Spartan Daily."
This message, written by Ric Trimillos. committee chairman.
implied that the Daily reporter and editor as ’.sell as
members and advisers who witnessed Day is’ statement were miltaken.
So a meeting was called between the three factionsDavis.

Trimillos and the Spartan Daily--to see exactly who was mistaken.
According to Davis. the Daily correctly reported his words
but not his meaning. In fact, almost everybody at council did not
understand his meaning.
CLAIMS AND COUNTER -CLAIMS;
According to Trimillos, the statement above was made by
Davis who put the blame on the Spartan Daily. Davis, however,
claims he was misquoted. Trimillos claims Davis Nan not.
According to the Daily editor, it %ill print things as it sees
and hears them and will not attempt to practice wind reading.

If something is said at council the Daily will report word messages and leave the thought messages to someone with more perception.
Since the meeting, Davis has asserted that members of the

ause of incompetence or fail.
committee may not be relics cd
ore to perform their duties but because of procedure in acquainting next year’s committee with its function.
REMOVAL REASON
The president now claims the committee members may be
removed because of a need to get next year’s members "on the
job" in anticipation of next semester’s programs.
Davis claims his original meaning was that if procedure will
not permit members of the incoming committee to serve with
the outgoing cOMMittee members, the latter ill have to be removed so the incoming members can become accustomed to and
plan for next semester’s Spartan programs.
Whether Davis’ meaning was misunderstood by all in attendance at the council meeting or whether he simply changed
his stand toward the committee probably will never be determined. However, one thing has been determined, the Daily will
print what is said, not what is merely intended to be said.C.P.
*************************************************
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Made in Letter
1 ii,your pcioting of toy letter
on March 15. you made two
major errors that distorted the
meaning of it to a great extent.
. .
First, where it said,
liberal has a stranglehold on the
. " it should
college faculty
have been "liberalism."
Secondly, the phrase ". . . toleration of improper behavior on
the part of children and of those
who don’t understand us or seek
to destroy us" should have read
-toleration of improper behasior
on the part of children, and catering to the whims of those
who don’t understand us or seek
to destroy us."
Richard Herb
Asti A4621)

Daily
William
int***********************************************

ENTER THE SPARTAN DAILY
NEED-A-NAME CONTEST
Tha Spartan Daily’s new color edition is just around the
corner It will be here on April 4th. There is only one minor
detail . . it doesn’t have a name! That’s where you come in.
The Spartan Daily wants your help in selecting a name for
its color magazine section. Not just any name mind you, but
a clever, original, hard-hitting colorful name.
Sound interesting? Join the Needo-Name contest. Here’s how,

CONTEST DATE:

March 12 through 22 (inclusive/

HOW TO ENTER:

Clip the entry blank below and fill
it out completely, then drop it in
the COLOR CONTEST BOX IN THE
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE.

WHO CAN ENTER:

All S LS student body members.
except Spartan Daily staff mere.
bers.
All faculty members. except Journalism and Advertising faculty.
All employees of S.J.S.

NAME LIMITATION:

The winning names will be selected
on the basis of originality and how
they fit in with the names of other
S.J.S. publications such as, La
Torre, Lyke, Spartan Doily, etc.

CONTEST JUDGES:

Mr. Alvin Long, President of Long
Advertising Inc., San Jose Advertising agency.
Mr. Robert Hickey, Sunday Editor,
San Jose MercuryNews.
Mr. Brent Davis, President, ASB,
San Jose State.

PRIZES:

$50.00 First Prize
S2 5.00 Second Prize
510 00 Third Prize

WINNERS:

Winners’ names will be published
in the Spartan Daily on the date
of the Color Edition, April 4th.

readily the possibility of hitting
tile wrong key when they are
that close together.
Portlier. I might add that
anybody "seeking truth" might
seek it further than the end of
his nose. The Spartan Daily faculty advisers file all the copy
students write.
Had the time and effort been
expended, it would have been
discovered by anyone interested
enough to ask, that the student’s original copy was correct
and the error was, in fact, a

ZThe

ard

it

On Desk Typewriter’
Editor:
For a man who, by his own
admission, attempts "to treat
people fairly in every way,"
Professor J. Gordon Edwards
really goofed in his letter in
yesterday’s T & P.
Might I remind the good professor that the Spartan Daily,
all 10,000 copies of it, are not
typed on a standard desk model
typewriter. It seems there is one
small technological advance
which Professor Edwards did
not take into considerationthe
linotype machine.
A linotype machine has a keyboard, true enough. But, the keyboard on the linotype in no way
whatsoever resembles that of
a standard desk model typewriter.
Had the professor taken the
time to check he would find that
the hyphen and the question
mark are side-by-side on a linotype keyboard and on the same
level.
Therefore, unless the good
professor has never in his life
made an error while typing, I

BOSTON ( UPI) Dr. Robert
H, Hamlin, of the Harvard University School of Public Health,
estimates that every man, woman
and child in America currently
contributes over $11 annually to
private health and welfare organizations.

,..9111-. rovercsia 1 fi,_m "t-,n.tion .Tholitionw

shown

e

refutation "Operation Corr.--rt.ion" will

roicfla.:, , go

4CadblealOgg/PrenfillialtaatikailibiallfiL

newsreel foota4ie sulpoenaed by the Mouse 4ommittee
on Xn-AmericarActivities to prove that demonstrations
against their May 19601visit to San Francisco were
communist -manipulated.
/"Operation Correction" a product of the
Amc.rican Civil Liberties erion,
in the same sequences,

Entered as second class matter April
24, 1934, at San Jose, California, under the act of March 3, 1879, Mernber California Newspaper Publishers
Association. Published daily by Associated Students of San Jose State
College except Saturday and Sunday.
during college year. Subscription accepted only on a remainder -of-semester basis. Full academic year, $9: each
semester $4.50. Off-campus pric per
copy, 10 cents. CY 4-6414Editorial
Ext. 2383. 2384, 2385, 2386. Advertising Ext. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084.
Press of Globe Printing Co. Office
hours I:45-4,20 p.m.. Monday through
Friday. Any phone calls should be
made during these hours
Editor .,,,.... ......CAROLYN PERRI
Advertising Manager
. ..........
SHERRY THOMPSON
....
JOHN FARMER
Day Editor
STAFF POSITIONS
News Editor
WANDA JOLLY
Office Manager
DON IAGLE
Sports editor
FRED RAGLAND
Copy Editor .
JANE YOUNG
Feature Editor
LESTER ON
Fine Arts Editor CHRIS HEADINGS
Society Editor ..
DRUCIDA CHALLBERG
Wire Editor
KEITH TAKAHASHI
Photo Editor MARGIE YAMAMOTO
Exchange Editor
DON CHAPMAN
Promotion Manager GLENN LUTAT
Salesmen: Bill Brecheen, Torn Cheon,
Judy Crabtree, Jerry Hess, Phil Higgins, Gus Norton, Dave Nusbaum,
Pat O’Daniels, Darrell Oldham, Don
Radernaker, Robert School, Kent
Vlautin.
Reporters, Gary Anderson. Timothy R.
Barr, Jesse Chambers. John Farmer,
John R. Henry, Barbara Herrington,
Joan Jackson, Thomas Kennedy,
Carolyn Lund. Marty Nedom, Bob
Pacini, Manuel Robles. Prudy %orig.

with the use of sub -titles aid new narration.

"simple typographical error."
Journalists, like myself, make
no claim to infallibility, Professor Edwards, but it rankles me
more than a little to have a
member of my profession unjustly accused of "intentional
chicanery" by one who pays
lip service to fairness and then
condemns with no attempt at
justice.
Bob Halladay
A813 A614-4

Poli Sci Professor
Editor:
As I am also a teacher. of
American government and as I
also favor impartiality in the
classroom, I write in reply to
Wednesday’s interesting and
thoughtful letter from Manuel
Tanoira. Your readers may recall that he is the Argentine
student who raised the question
of whether his political science
instructor’s less than vehement
defense of the U.S. against criticism by foreign students was evidence of a "national guilt complex."
I have two general points to
make on this subject:
(1) A classroom is not a debating society nor is it, in my
view, a place where the chief
aim is the inculcation of patriotism. A classroom is for intellectual activity. If I am not
mistaken, one of the major areas
of disagreement between Admiral Carmick and some of his
colleagues lies here. America
first, at all times and all places,
appears to be his rallying cry.
By contrast, others, myself included, think that Americanism
is just one, albeit a vitally important one, of the ideas and
values with which education
should be concerned.
(2) Criticisms of our country, whether by foreign students
or by citizens, can be most helpful, especially when they are

,j1I

0

Some Principles
Editor:
In the spirit of the religious
zeal which has hit this campus
as of late (the 10 commandments), I would offer some
principles concerning the moral

q

In the seventh paragraph,
it
is incorrect to cay that "shA,
case San Jose," spotlighting
SJS activities lisp . . produced
by theradioo
"- minute hews
of this program ob
1(1.0K,uhyndtahyes raatd
u nisa
deraperp.s lit

segment

Credit for main portion of this
should go to the sm.
dents in radio-television arts
on.
der Dr. Clarence E. Flick,
elate professor of drama.

library.
7. He is frustrated because he
cannot study more at the library.
8. He questions the rules he
lives by and wonders if they can
be improved.
9. He is in favor of longer library hours.
10. He is going to be at the
rally today at 3:20 in front of
"Swayback Hall" (the unused
section of the library) showing
that he is interested in having
longer study hours.
I hope to see you there.

Because the KLOK program
Is a cooperative venture hetwesn
the students of these two de.
partments, I would hope that
readers of Spartan Daily would
be informed of the rilllif TAIDOD
sibilities in presenting it.
We are flattered to receiw
the full credit for "Showcase
but like Col. John Glenn, after
his succes.sful flight, we want
to share credit with all of time
who helped put as in orbit.
Gordon B. Greb
Assoc. Professor of_Journalam

Big *Auto
Insurance Smiles Announced
Women and married men over
21. $71 loss PO dividend, or a net
of SiS (bused en current 17 per
cnt dividend). Single men under
25: 1252 lest 843 dividend, or a int
of 1201.
810/20,000 tedIlv blurs Liability: 15,070
Property Damage and $500 Median
Payments. Other coverages at tem
parable savings. Payments cam be
rnad once. twice or four times a
year. Call or write for full infer.
mation to George M. Campbell,
5"R Erottu ’9471’174’Y SIrZralL

David .1. Zucker
ASB 7333

Finest Surgical Steel, honed in oil.
Full money back guarantee. 25-30o,
100-85se, 20041.50.50043.30, 1000.
$5.75. Postpaid. Packed 5 blades to
package, 20 packages to carton
C.O.D. orders accepted. Postcard
brings general merchandise catalog.
TAYLOR PRODUCTS CO.
17 Overlook Rd., Chatham, N. J.

Presents

"A STUDENT’S VIEW OF EUROPE"

An Alitalia Super DC -8 Rolls-Royce Jetliner
You begin to know Europe, and the pleasures which await
you there, when you board the superb ALITALIA aircraft,
the Super DC -8 Rolls-Royce. ALITALIA’S impressive
cuisine, attentive service and restful cabin decor all justify
its worldwide reputation for the finest in air transportation.

Tour escorted by David Rath,
Popular English Instructor at
Menlo College,

s.

England, Scotland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark,
Germany. Austria, Switzerland, Italy, San Marino,
Monaco, France, Holland.
DEPARTURE

June 23, 1962

59 DAYS

Downtown Bowl

i

CV 4-7800 :)

Definitely Feminine!
Definitely You!
Kora+ of California
and
colors in bone, black,
frosted aqua. Skirt, B1.95;

Suit by

Visiting

:s

375 W. Santa Clara St.

This article generally was ear,
reel except for on,
statement
which gives the Radio
-Television
News Center in the journalism
building credit it dues not
is
serve.

ALITALIA AIRLINES

16 Clean Alleys

NAME
ADDRESS

STEAK $135

Our thanks to the
studerit
newspaper and its reperter
Tom
Kennedy for the story
(March
151, " ’New Kind of
Journalist’
Makes SJS Appearanee."

Double Edge Razor Blades

Student Offers

other student benefits $
Try our

curred. The error was not made in the Spartan
Daily city room but at the print shop on a
linotype machine.

sibly have some merit.
Here is where the impartial
classroom leadership comes in.
When a critic is met with a
fevered defense of the United
States above all else, the critic,
especially if he is in the student
role, is all too often silenced but
not convinced.
Mr. Taniora’s own criticism
to which this letter is in response, I personally have found
quite helpful, for it sparked me
to order my own thoughts on
the issue he raised. My best
wishes and thanks to him.
Fauneil J. Itinn
Asst. Prof. of Political science

Student Bowling
350 ... anytime!

My Name for the Spartan Daily
Color Magazine Section Is:

uses the same irilm

but points up distortions

EDITOR
NOTE: The above is a reproduction
of the copy as originally submitted by a Spartan Daily reporter concerning the story in which
the "un?American" typographical error oc-

Prof Gives Credit
Where Credit Is Duo

program

/ Operation Abolition" was created from

Finds Letter Helpful

Spa2tangaill
....eriNummammm,

’1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111’

PHONE

(thinking) student:
I. He has intellectual curiosity.
2. He Is excited about his subject (this may be caused by a
good professor and is a partial
cause of the rest of the criteria).
3. He feels that he must find
out what other people think,
preferably to read or
sources.
4. He needs to study.
5. He needs books to read.
6. He frequently studies at the

’Daily Not Typed

ENTRY BLANK

(Please Print)

made and thus we fall to get
the help they can give, when
they are not listened to and
wei ghed dispassionately and
with a view that they may pus.

and intellectual progress of our
schoolin fact our very honor
or how to tell a subversive.

at the Surday everiA.;, ms=!etir, of the ’.-:

Charitable

Hot open-faced Beef or Pork Sandwich

aired in a clasNi sill
The help comes from hearing
wherein we, as a nation, may
have erred and, if the cluirges
or complaints are true, wherein
we, as a nation, might better
ourselves. 1Here Admiral Curmick and I agree. AS his statements show, he too finds imperfections here at home.)
But such criticisms are not

am certain he would admit

’2 Major Errors’

or
Top, $10.95. (Straight
"A- skirt.)

$1,935.00
For further information cod detailed tour folde,
call or write

ALITALIA AIRLINES
323 Geary St., S.F.

ENterprise 1.2424 (Toll Free Phone)

garhara’i
206 Smith First Street
42 South Firbt Street
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Guilds Last Performance
01 ’Caesar’ on Saturday
its. <-111 JoseJosetheater guild’s
oiwat version UI William
"Julius Caesar’
ihakeipeare’S
last performances
sall make its
night at
!alight and tomorrow
theater
00 in the Montgomery

Committee To Try
New Ticket Plan

SAN JOSE THEATRE GUILD

1116BITS: WIttIAM SHAKESPEARE’S

A new procedure regarding
admission to programs presented by the ASH’s Spartan programs committee will le tried
hit’ the March 26 concert of the
renowned violinist Ruggiero Ricci. accenting II)
programs chairman.

4ef

T 1

itie

O ree6w
how"

. Free reserved -seat tickets will
he issued to members ot the
San Jose State ASH and faculty and employees of &TS, according to Trimillos. The tickets to
the concert may he obtained in
the student affairs business office, TH16, from today until
Wednesday.

TONIGHT
March 16
at 8:30 pm.

ourtualam
TOMORROW
March 17 at 2:00 p.m.
March 17 at 8:30 p.m.

After Wednesday. remaining
tickets will be placed on sale to
the general public. They will
still be available without cost
to students as long as there are
any left.

MONTGOMERY THEATRE
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
it,. $5,01
Medicel
el rero.
uo be
firm a
I infer.
’nabob,
roe.

On the evening of the concert,
only students will he admitted
until 8 p.m. Fo they may get
good seats. After that time, everyone will he allowed to enter
the auditorium.

Nt. II 25 mc far
net
75 inc fag
11/, EIS Al
SHERMAN CLAY BOX OFFICE
CY 3.6252

hi.

c$710..

Dance Group To Star in Concert
Orchese. 5.15 co-educational
modern dance group, will guest
star this weekend at the annual
Young People’s concert which

at 7 this evening and at 2 and
at 4 Sunday afternoon.
The dancers will be featured
in "March of the Sardar" and

is sponsored

the San Jose

"In the Village" from Ippolitov,

Symphony assn.

Ivanov’s "CalleaSian Sketches."

The performances, which are
free and open to the public, will

and the Polka and Fugue from

be held in the civic auditorium

Bagpipe

by

Iranian Students
Plan Celebration
Of Noe-Rooz
While SJS Irishmen celebrate
St.
Patrick’s day tomorrow,
Iranian students will mark their
own feast, called Noe -Roca, Or
NM’ Year’s.
Iranians in Santa Clara county, mostly stialents at 5.15,
Stanford university, San Jose
city college and Foothill college,
will celebrate their New Year’s
in the Imperial room of the
Carlos

Ms.,

beginning

A continental

at

flavor will be

authentic

Iranian

enter-

tainment. Reservations may he
..it.iints1 by phoning Bouvar Mo-

Eme. I mii4ftst

and Tontornes Night
.0 Mardi 21 ilirut 21

ihirrosi

at

CLayburn

8-04.16.

Admission is $:i ler coulde

..1.1H1 GENERAL
(:,,Ilege Theatre

DEVI’S
1,111..1111i:11 p.m.

Niat-Hooz

Open

I

5

dates

than 3000 years,
present

Itos Wire: 5th and SAN MIN .1,,N111 I STS.
(Speech and Drama Building I

Nan

how

Junior Chamber of (.0,11
intr place for their
annual parts
SATURDAY
NIGHT’

rent114

supplied by an American band

Drama Prraneticon

1!)111

CLOSED

plus
I Speerh and

(to. 1,1,1 time tIci,. seures
1
Creltre will be in
..
fiiii swing. Roth the women’s
and men’s 7.*111N N111 be open
for activitie.
The men’s gym will feature
basketball. s a it in iii it, ping
wag, quiet games, and trampoline. Women’s gym facilities will
include co-erl activities only,
featuring ping piing, volleyball.
and
shuffleboard
badminton,
four square.
is
No off-campus activity
scheduled fur March, hut on
deep ’ten fishing will
April
iittereit
information
later. but plans
will le
17. 11 it,’

.:16,V4VAVAA411.kklaiailkial,.kloW
.S()Rin. but tittiglit ’

San

ENID BAGNOLD

It

13-11,

hack

Weinberger’s,

"Schwanda,

the

Player."

Choreographers for the various dance numbers rue womeas
physical education instructors,
Mks Peggy LaWIPE and Mrs.
Carol Haws.
Orchesis is an activity offered
by
the Wonten’s
Recreation
assn., which is sponsored by the
Department of Physical Education for Women.

OPEN

12160 SO. FIRST ST.
o Cc.-,,
P.I L4.1.

AtarmmrsArraYmitmrsYrtraln-mmn-friftrIZIW

Red Door Sets Theme
For ’Communist Party’
The traditional red door of
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
originally set the theme of the
SJS chapter’s fourth annual
"Communist Party" to be held
tonight at an undisclosed place
Military dress in the Holshevik style will be worn by the
brothers and their dates. A
caravan of cars will call for the
guests, At each stop, a group
of uniformed "secret police"
will dash to the entrance and
ask for the designated "comrade" and promptly escort the
guest into one of the waiting
cars.
At the party, BoLshevik music, dance and decor will prevail
with mock militarist speeches
spontaneously erupting among
the celebrants.
Although the occasion is in
jest, the fraternity is "expecting
trouble with this one," according to one of the Sigma Phi

-d- the

Epsilon brothers. Two of the
chapter brothers this year are
members of Students Against
Communism tSAC.

Be a

TWA
HOSTESS
APPIY Now l)r

Sprim,r and Sunnily’. Classes
Visit world-famous cities ... meet interesting people,
. enjoy a career that couples
prominent personalities
the wonderful world of flying wIth a unique opportunity
to complete your education with travel!
It you can qualify You may enter classes this spring
or summer, train at company expense with pay, at
TWA Headquarters in Kansas City. Upon graduation,
you’ll fly U. 5, routes; later, with a minimum language
qualification, you’ll be eligible to fly internationally
for TWA flights cover 50.000 miles and lour continents.
Free TWA passes and reduced fares will be yours for
additional travel tun.
QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum age 20; Height-5’2" to
5’9"; Weight-100-138 lbs.; Vision-20’100 or better,
corrected to 20 20; Attractive; Natural -color hair; Clear
complexion; Unmarried; 2 years college or equivalent
in business experience.
Contact this TWA Representative for an int2rview
No Phone Cells, Please

Jan Kaewert
CANTERBURY HOTEL
9 A.M. to I P.M.
Every Thursday
Mrs,

u
TWA Site

For a Study Break. Bowl.

PALM BOWL
1523

W. San Carlos
CY 4.2810

... or write. Employment Offire. TRANS WORLD AIRLINES
10 R!chards Road, Kansas C,ty 5 Mo Equal oPportunitY emPloyor

the

Iranian calendar reads

starting at

the time of

Daily

§Pdabt8/100 814T1

CHEYROLE’T

Chevrolet

CARS FOR EVERY FAMILY, EVERY BUDGET, EVERY TASTE

Want to pull out
all stopsexcept price? The Jet smooth Chevrolet selves up spacious,
gracious interiors, Body by Fisher
craftsmanship, Jet-smooth ride, new
113 vinegar or 6 savingsand more.
On the ferrit: an Impala Sport Sedatt.

Chevy II Hungering for a car Corvair If you spark to sporty’
that’s lovely, lively, easy to park
and pay for? Chevy II is all that, all
rightand also winner of Car Life
magazine’s award for Engineering
Excellence! Parallel to the shore:
a Nom 400 4 -Door

;
gs this one ought to fire you up
but good. With the engine weight
astern, the steering’s as restxmsive
as a bicycle’s and the traction’s
ferocious. As for the scatwow! .41
-,! ’Pp: the Motr:a (lob Coupe.,

BOTH THEATRES

Alma & Almaden
FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON
THE DAY THE SKY EXPLODED
TERROR FROM 9EYOND SPACE
1.1111mmilEMENI

ARATOGA 2776
.

ALEC GUINNESS HITS
tAYENDER HILL MOB
Slanly Holloway
’

THE PROMOTER
111111011M

net.

>nia

T WNE

CY 730 60
1433 The Alameda
ivilrrILP. CANNES FESTIVAL
,,,,ADEMY AWARD NDMINEE
BikT ACTRESS
srmi teyore
L,o

p.

Sophia liven 1

and

7.9$;
r or

Tao WomEit
nd
THE TRUMPET
with RafaI Mnd1

III VW71
W1.11.1111
A.uf PI LOS PATO{
AVE. Oct

AT
NO.

SIN RA MAN DIVIS.LitORD BISHOP

SEGUIN
wEwpiaczo

411
al io at Fox "TOO LATE SLUES"
With BoLby Darin
at Winchester "PARRISH"
Wlth Troy Donahue

SPARTAN

/15-3410
RIVE IN 11116191
10. first at Alma
FREE CAR HEATERS
SECOND TIME AROUND
Debbie Reynold,
SAIL A CROOKED SHIP
Erni, Komcs
WONDERFUL COUNTRY
Robert Mitchum

TROPICAIRE
TWINNUE - DRIVE IN
1711,
FAII
,ANTA CLARA Al

396 South First
4 HORSEMEN OF THE
AN)CALYPSE
Stetting
Glen Ford A Ingrid Thulin

THI

North Screen
"LOVER COME BACK"
& ROMANOFF & JULIET
SCUTti SCREEN
SECOND TIME AROUND
SAIL A CROOKED SHIP
UNFORGIVEN

riV4

more

although

... when it comes to
Artists Supplies .. .

nee-Vii1=41.
400 South First
Doing Film from Scandlna.
YOUNG SINNERS
and Award Winning
NAKED IN THE DEEP

-

Weekend Co-Rec
Gets in Full Swing

The various uses of teaching
machines in training international students in a second language will be discussed by
Greenleaf. The professor was recently awarded a faculty research grant of $225 for further
ot teaching
study on the
machines in lanyuage classes

8:30 tomorrow night.

THE CHALK GARDEN

sI’%I; I5. i) %it

19G2

c.11011,4 ut
1e:telling students iists.q.nal language through the use of machine!, will be demonstrated by
Floyd I. Greenierif, associate
professor of speech and drama,
tomorrow morning at 11:30 a.m.
on KNTV television, Channel 11,
on the program Perspective.

Sainte Claire hotel, Market and

OPENS TONIGHT

Friday. March IC

A 2nd Language?
Prof To Discuss
New Methods

Alter its
end, the pl..;
%6.1 y
in
favorable reviia% torn, the San
Jose Mercury.
"Julia.: Caesar’s" large east is
dominated by present and former San Jose State students.
Its director is James Dunn, a
graduate student who is presently teaching in Menlo Park.
Assisting Dunn are former
students Peter Nyberg as techMeal director, Roger hie as
stage manager and Deanna Herlino as costume supervisor.
Present SJS students in the
cast are Richard Ogden, who
plays (’a
-sea;
Mari -Lyn Henry,
Portia; Donna Stineeipher, Cal purina and Rondald Magnuson,
the soothsayer
The leratine ride, of Caesar.
Mark Anthony and lint tus are
played by !rimier PRIAIdellIS Kenneth Rugg, John None; and Ny
berg,

of curie aiii?,itothreiunSpartan-domTicket,.
oiled cast’s shows may be ohidled by calling Mrs. John
Cl. 1-5470. They are
ishra
s2 general admission tor resered seats to the evening perfamanees. Tickets to tomoroes 2 p.m matinee are 73
students and $1.50 for
eisas for
may
or more
lodeta. sCroups of 23
aultc
obtain tickets at
T5 rem-, each for evening perMrs. lskra.
turatanee, through
tunelessness
To earphieve the
Iht theme of Shakespeare’s
"gedy it I,. end justifies the
PC1101111
N
ideansi
lioan,. play in contemporary
ars.: 1.ather than Roman togas
rid other ancient clothes.

nn, after
we want
I of Ouse
eta.

’1‘,::.47:7,

I:: ’."===

’Ii ii:

I IIIwIt

1.01111.

to

SAN JOSE PAINT

.

111141111, COMP

In

SAN JOSE PAINT
. art Onclents come to

101-1_,
X
1’1(.11

lil
it

I It \\IFS

XX XII

2
112 so. 2tid St,
1 2-1117
and
\ alle)

Fair

Shopping

Center

SIT

the new Cherrold, new Chrry 11 and tole Corrair at

your

local no/Mori:eel ("Joyride., deoler’R

4-1’51i I V% 11511.1’

Friday, March 16

19621

Golfers Face Tough
Bulldogs at 1 p.m

Safe at Home in a Cloud of Dust

MAWR [cAbUE NEVIEW

fresno state s gull lvisal, 1111101 Fresno: It
tougher than any team we’ve! Dave Hod, played so fat’ according to Jerry’ zer, SJS, and liem,s
’room. one of San Jose State’s Giant Horhealc

1-IErvy

ki

two golf coaches, will be the Spar- the No. 5 spot for
tans’ foe this afternoon, at 1 p.m.
Fresno staWs. fifth
and .4,1
lat San Jose country club.
places will be
The Bulldogs, who have beaten In stiollar play taken by white.,
off sltatations
the local golfers in their past four

The Minnesota Twins go into base if Killebrew or rookie filch
the 1962 pennant race- with three Rollins dorsen’t play there.
stars, three players on the verge
Lennie timers is a speedy outof stardom, a question mark
fielder whose .285 batting average
pitching staff and two holes in
didn’t hurt the Twins any last
the infield to till.
year.
Mu mon Killebrew ,.288. 46 hrs.,
The big trouble spot is second
and 122 Rills is one of the young
base. Veteran Billy Martin t.246,
stars of the leas:ue. He may end
hasn’t been able to hang int with
tip at first, third, or left field but
team since he starred for the
you can be sure that he will be in any
Yankees.
there soinewhere.
Earl Battey is coutsidered h)
many ewertis as sow of the twst
catchers ill the maim,. His 13
ttttt
and .302 batting as erage
didn’t stop the praise he has
revels ed. either.

Pitching is a unknown quantity
as far as the Twins are concerned.
Camilo Pascuel 115-161 is a fine
pitcher sought by all major league
clubs. Pedro Ramos t11-20, is a
reliable pitcher who may come
Zorro Versalles is a fine young through once again.
shortstop. Once thought of as a
Jack Kralick i13-111 was the
geod-field, no-hit player. his .280
bright spot of the staff last yea,
batting average surprised scouts
After these three starters ?hi
last yo’ir
Bid Tuttle. who is low 4.f the Twins will rely on: Jim Ka:
better defenshe outfielders in
17,, Don Lee 13-61, Bill Pleis
the league. may end up at thirst
2,, Dan McDevitt 12-21. and Rto
51,,ore 14-4,

any of whom could

become a big time pitcher. Will

Ieeligicla
Opyanijaticn4

this be the year?
PREDI(’TION:

The

NEXT:

Sixth

place.

Cleveland Indians.

United Campus Christian Ministry
CONGREGATIONAL DISCIPLES

PRESIYTERIAN

Sunday Morning College Class
’NEW TESTAMENT THOUGHT
AND MODERN CULTURE Christian Center 1300 So. 10th.
across from ellen Hall. close walk distance from all residences)
:0-0.30 (coffe & donuts served)
Leader: Don Emmet. Presbyterian

9:45 to 10:45
First Christian Church, 80 So. 5th
Morning Worship: 8:30 & 11:00
Leader: Mark Rutledge, Campus

Campus Pastor
7, s

Sunday Morning College Class
"OLD TESTAMENT THOUGHT
AND MODERN CULTURE"

Sunday: ’Jesus and the Claim

Pastor for United

Church

of Christ

To Be the Messiah."
ir.,00rtation provided to 11:00 worship
services)

FOCUS
Worship Sunday
One Of These Nearby

Methodist Churches
ST. PAUL’S

FIST
t th
nr

-

10t1, at San
dare

Sale.-

II:00 .m.

Pr.

.;4-rs C.

Pnv:nnin

of the Old Testament."

St. Thomas Chapel
A student chapel Ior the doubter,
questioner. and bIlisver.

Morning WorshipSun., 10 a.m.
Sermon: Stanford Campus Pastor.
REV. JOHN KULSAR
Place: 300 S. 10th at San Carlos
Lutheran Student Association
Tuesday
6 p.m. Mid -week Lenten Devotions
7 p.m. Regular LSA meeting
Regional Retreat April 6-11
Pre -registration $2 by March 21
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
100 Sn 15.1. nr
^

’14

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION
Methodist Student Cense(

Sunday at 6:00 p.m. and
throughout the week.
Stir and Santa

J

Clara

ARE YOU

SAFE AT HOME is one of the nine Castle Air
Force base runners who scored in the recent
SJS-Castle game which Castle won 9-7. Covering home for the Spartans is pitcher Lu

Canterbury
Tales

CY 2.3707

Benton White. Campus Minister

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
A annea at Sha.,,,
4 7447

BREAKING BREAD TOGETHER
Ion our knees)
Our Lutheran brethren are our
special guests this Sunday for an
instructed Service of the Holy
Communion (a "real" service, but
with assplanatory commnts sandwiched in), but everyon is welcome to come and, hopefully, par.
tic pate.

Slight change in routine: Service
begins at 6. supper and discussion
afterward.

Sunday Services
8:30 E. II a.m.

JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP

9:30 a.m.
Continue witis
studies in St. John led
by Dove Krueger.
5:30 p.m.Pot luck supper.
discussion
6:00 sn,, A
based upon C. S Lewis
book "Beyond Person.
41;ty, ’
i511 COILFIF sti’rE
WELCOME

G. Winfield Bloat Minister

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
00 So,01,

Welkyholowa. Lu is the 6-3, 195 -pounder from
Canada who transferred from the College of
the Sequoias. The Spartans taken on California
today at Berkeley.

Three Weekend Games for US
Against Sacto State and California
San Jose State’s baseball team nine games while losing one in
will try to break its three game WCAC play. They won the league
losing streak when it meets the ’championship beating out UOP.
Sacramento won its league
Sacracento state nine in a doubleheader today at 5 p.m. at Munic- championship last year and has a
team that is favored to repeat
ipal stadium.
The Spartans were shutout in again this year.
Leading the Sacramento pitchits last two games. 2-0 by Stanford and 9-0 by Santa Clara’s ing staff is Dick Bach who won
nine games and lost four while
Broncos last Tuesday.
San Jose has only won one game compiling a 1.61 ERA.
Shortstop Les Kuhnz hit .390
this season. a 10-3 victory over
for Sacramento while tearnmate
sianford earlier in the year.
After tomorrow’s game only one
contest remains. Saturday with
california. before San Jose open,
1962 WCAC season with a
,.,11ileheader against UOP March
_
Last season the Spartans won

Tom Pugliese hit .368 to lead Ii:.
club’s hitters.
San Jose is led by Bob Pimeto,
in the outfield. Bob is a sem,
Shortstop Dom Ascani is also

senior.
There are

ItraITLS’

Readak, 9Ke.

roalliesiliaieselikuNeaftsikeaftlisetiesalearow

THE CHARCOAL BROILER
(Under New Monagernent)

SPECIAL TO SJSC STUDENTS

Baker’s Dozen on B -B -Q Sandwiches
113

for

the price of 12/

FREE DELIVERY IN COLLEGE

no seniors on 11.
pitching staff so the Sparta,
seem set at that position for II. ,.
year.
The California Bears will stlys
the Spartans a tough lime Saturday. They are led by pitchers John
Rehelo 19-0, 2.05 ERA last year,
and Bill Oakley t8-4, 1.78 ERA

Intramural Teams’ 1- ,ear,
Roster Forfeits
San Jose Cagers
Removed; Frat Tie Pick All -Opponents
Judoists in Match All fraternity and independent
on rosters have been rein. For 61-62 Season
Tomorrow at 6 p.m.

AP.;:A

Hours: Moo.Thurs . 7:30 a.m. to 9 30 p
Fri. -Sun., 8 a.m. to ? p.m

32 W. SAN FERNANDO

CY 7-9632

DOING IT THE HARD WAY by tiqg
(GETTING RID C-

DANDRUFF, THAT IS!)

(44

forfeits due to not having

names

stated, according

Nationai Lutheran Council

For Meaningful Existence

.rit

This Sunday: "The Literary Format’s,

Simian is defei,
in the last two years.,
)ook Los Angeles state to the in the Fresno city
cleaners almost as bad as the being played loin,.
Spartans did.
Kerschenman and
In the Spartans’ first match
one of the Build,
of the season, they clobbered for the fifth and
Iii,’ hapless L.A. divutmen 27-0.
today’s match. ate ..,
.
11:1144I10 state beat them, 2512In the third round ot the te.1.;.
1 2, by Naideall scoring.
ment tomorrow
Walt McPherson, the other half
the Spartan golf coaching staff
wants to wipe the four losses to
the Bulldogs in the past two years
,.ff the books.
-We’re eager to get at them."
loPherson stated.
Red-hot John Lotz, who shot a
tour-under-par 68 in San Jose’s
victory over the University of San
Francisco, Tuesday, will be paired
ail with John Sirman, who shot a
READING
sub-par 70 in Fresno’s win over
1000 WORDS
I.A. state.
PER MINUTE?
Lots will play, however, in the
You con do it with a
Northern California Open, April,
RESDAK READING
13. 14 and 15 at El Mesero counCOURSE
try club. These dates do not conflict with Spartan matches.
Other probable pairings for to375 Town & Country Village
morrow’s match are Gene MiranSan Jose - CH 8-7674
’,
STS. and Arnie Kerschemnan.
Tlieetings

First hase will be handled
Kiltebreu or rookie Don Mincher (.257 and 2.1 hrs, wits
Buffalo). If hillehren plays, the
position is strong if Hair lllll
goes elsewhere. it is weak.

lob Aillson is another of the
Minnesota stars. His 29 homers
and 105 RBIs give Bob a good
prenz.nt and p:omise a brighter
future.

ow‘

to Intramurals

dpete

in the northern California
The action put the fraternity
nior Pacific AAU judo chair - league into a three-way’
tie f’ ’r
ships tomorrow at 6 p.m. at first place between Phi Sicrn
’..:bur junior high school in Palo Kappa, Theta Chi and Delta Upsilon. All have 7-1 records.
The Spartans. who recently won
In the Independent leagues,
The’ Junior Pacific AAU championBeaeheonihers leads the .%
ships held in Santa Rosa. hope to
league with four wins and no
capture -the senior championships
losses. Griddrotters are close tw71:4 Well.
hind with a 4-I mark.
Leading the black helters is
The Ventura Rejects and the
Larry Stuefloten in the heavyRumrunners are tied for first
weight division.
Day e Sawyer will compete in place in the B league and The
(he 180-pound class. Lee Parr will Saints with a 4-0 record lead the
head the 160-pound division, while C league.
The Htistlers are in front in Ilic
Nr1111M11 Kwasaki will lead the
I) league with a 3-0 standin::,
I 1(l -pounders.
while the 234 Chub and the Reed
Street Raider, base identical rt 1
marks in the E league. Moulder’s
Hear
Gestapo is in first place in the E
Rev. J. Alfred Smith
league with a 4-0 record,
speak about
In order to hold their postDO SCIENCE AND RELIGION
tIons the Beachcombers and the
CONFLICT?
(iridtrotters beat 4:orgo’s Misty
Snatchers and the AROT(’=1,
Supper at S 40 p.m
58-45 and ’73-34, resperthely.
Meeting at 6:15
yesterday. Bruce Cassell ’wortst
a record-smashIng 441 points for
I. ridt ratters.
ROGER WILLIAMS
The Saints stayed on top by
FELLOWSHIP
seating the Beavers 39-29,
In other action, Newman Niles
Church Services.
rz 2 beat Pink Tubber,. 13-38.
11:45 urn. 11:00 .m., 7:30 p:
Alpha Phi Omega edged Lambda
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
Delta Sigma. :19-37, the Hustlers
464 F San C111,41,(JO
topped I House Five. 46-39. and
the AROTC #2 stopped Dinky
Dinkers, 38-35.

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION PRESENTS . .
FOUR SUNDAY NIGHTS OF ENCOUNTER
Encounter with
I. DRAMA (Dr. Herold Crain, Head of Speech end Drama Dept
March II The Visit," by Friedrich Duerrenmatt
ma.elt 25 Dark at th Top of the Stairs.’ by Win
Aisr, I J B..- by Archibald McLeish
Apr.’ 8--- Skin of Our Terrill
by Thornton Wilder
2. OTHER RELIGIONS (Dr. Larry Lee, Prof. of History)
March 18H ndr.sr,
March ’SBrddn.srn
Apr I
April R..; dvrn:

I. THE CHURCH (Dr. Mow Brown. Pastor, Calvary Methodist
Church)
March 111"The Church ir
World Council)
March 25"What’s Right With the Church?"
April I"The Meaning of Fellowship"
Aprd 8"A Reason for Denominations"
Chaos. Tour I
fir. Irlig Vow Mends
Supper 6:00 pm. Encounter 7-00 p.m Worship SOO 5111 and East Santo Clara

Three Wt ’A(’ and two Skyli
!conference players were named
the San Jose State baskethc.:,
team’s all -opponent team for ti’ 1961-62 season.
’it. Mary’s Stmt. Gray. natt,-I
player-,
California’s
northern
the -year. was named to one of III.
t,,rys aid spots.
Utah’s all-American Billy M,
Gill was named all -opponent cc,
ter, while Utah state’s Collie!)
Green Was named to Inc olr.,
forward
i lien.
Guard positions went to Loy.]
Grote and
UOP’s
Jerry
Stanley.
o
WCA(’ players sr.-.
named to the second team :dor.
with one from the California C-.
Imitate’ Athletic Assn.
Gene Shield,.
Santa Clara 1
and Bob Warlick of Pepperdine

easier 3 -minute way for men: FITCH
I-2.-3
3 mun.:,,
;L:nr.nc. ,nc lathering. one
trace of dandruff, grime. guniimy old h.iir
: t dov.n the drain! Your hair looks h.indsomcr. healthier. Your scalp
Itngici, feels so refrohcd.
Ill CH Dandruff Remoser
SHAMPOO inery v..sek for
LEADING MAN’S
,!,:e dandruff control.
kc n your hair and
ii.11 clean. dandrinf.free

FITCH
SHAMPOO

were named the all -opponent I’.’.
wards on the second team.
Harry Dinnell of Pepperrii:1.
t’S’aS named to the second tt...t.
renter position.
Guards are Bob Gaillard of
h
and Mike McFerson of Erest.
,:tato

JUST ARRIVED!!
Direct from France

The famous
HELYETT 10 -SPEED
NTA N "Ur

1,

Terms

$92.59

Trodeins

PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The Alameda

CY 3.9766

Approved Apartments Still
Available for Men & Women
UP TO DATE
MODERN
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
RENTS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

THE NATION’S LEADING
GROWTH BANK
Challenging Assignments
Accelerated Training
Excellent Salaries

nee.

485 So. Ninth St.
CY 7-8877

fprittait
,
RENTAL ,i/iee

Interviews, March 29, 1962
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SJS Cindermen Test Vandenberg Tomorrow

By FRED RAGLAND
Attempting to rebound from
last week’s defeat in the Stanford
Relays, San Jose State’s spikers
take oil Vandenberg Aerospace
base tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. on the
Spartan oval. It will be the last
SJS home appearance until April
7.
SPARTAN I tAILY-5
The SJS trash will compete
against the Vandenberg reserves,
Moffett field and Alameda Coast
Guard in a meet to be run con-

s orts

,

11:111,t,

16, 1982

Gymnasts in Western
States Championships

currently with the varsity atlair.
Although Coach Bud Winter’s
varsity figures to win easily over
Vandenberg, the fly boys boast
several fine athletes. Top sprinter
for Vandenberg is Bub Stokes
who has a best time of 9.7 in the
century.
The air force team has a 48.0
quarter-taller in Bobbie Sutton and
a 23.6 low hurdler in Wilbur
Thompson. John Miller also has a
23.6 in the 220 lows as well as a

15.1.1 in the IN-yard Vigil burdWs.
Dan Studney big man in the
weight events for SJS, will be
unable to compete Saturday, Winter reports. Studney injured his
back while throwing the javelin
in the Stanford Relays.
Still a question mark is distance
man Jeff Fishback who is recovering from the flu. 9.3 sprinter Dennis Johnson. however, will be back
in action in the 100-yard dash
this week for the first time since

i

gymnastics Gymnasticschampionships at Sacsin Jose State’s
ramento state college.
arrives in Sacramento today
The championship run through
Wes tern States
to cornPete In the
tomorrow.
Preliminaries start at 1:30 p.m.
today, and run through 7:30 p.m.
Of San Jose’s six entries in the
tournament, Coach Clair Jetmett
gives Mike Lucero, Ron Dare, and
Dan Landers the best chances to
make the prelims.
Dare and Landers participate in
the rope climb and the rings events,
and Lucero will enter the side
Corsages for
horse.
All Occasions
Other SJS entries ale Frank
Johnson, Ed Hoffman, and Charles
Clara
Rant.
la
106
241442
CY
Allen.

WO

Bantus
Flower
Shop

Village
.7674

A Guaranteed Summer Job in Europe
Upon Approval of Application for:
High School Seniors
College Students
Young Teachers
Spend a minimum of 4 weeks or a macimum of 3 months
on o lob is Europe this summer. Your choice of work in B
countries ranges from Resort, form, field, camp, construction, child core or hospital work. Most lobs provide room
ond board, plus anywhere from $40 to $130 a month,
depending on the class of lob.

WT-916111415,

Required: Round trip flight, New York
to Europe by SABENA BELGIUM AIR LINES.

lQfi

mar

tonmOb

Required: Choice of student tours formed
in Luxembourg of U. S. Students. (1B-67 days/
Optional: G
teed lob of type offered and selected.

Departures daily, June -July
Offered exclusively in this area for A.S.I.S. by

SAINT CLAIRE TRAVEL SERVICE
SAINT CLAIRE TRAVEL SERVICE, 74 VI. San Carlos St., San Jose. CV 7.1700.
21? Town & Country Village, Stevens Creek Sled., San Jose. CH 1.2100.
Gentlemen: Yes I would like more information
with complete details.

Please send me a brochure

Name
Address
Phone
Deadline for

Coupon 10

be

submitted. April IS. 1962

1/6-016, Skutt
The collarless roll-sleeved shirt,
simple as a boy’s...
a fresh and unlimited bit
of dressing that appears everywhere
with vivid originality.
Its clean soft lines
adapt themselves to wear
with all other things.
Cotton broadcloth, in splashes
of free -wheeling color.

I

ne LIsJU red a leg acd
Tct :11111 anothei
If the weather cooperates, Win- form to those already turned in
ter and frosh coach Dean Miller this season. It is believed that
expect some fast times tomorrow. sprint star Lloyd Murad. also reMiller predicts Ben Tucker and cosering from the flu, will bie
Ron lass is will break the SJS to compete in at least 0111. CO,
mile mark of 4!1.19.6 set by Charlie tomorrow priibably the loll.
Clark in 1960.
Dwight Middleton, the top 410
Tucker, a sophomore, holds the man who turned in a sixxling 21.1,
school freshman record of 4:08.7,, 220 time last Friday against Sim
while Davis has toured the dis- Jose city college, will probably go
tancein 4:15.8.
in both the 100 and 220. lie hail
Winter feels Willie Williams is
IFS Illltt 7,1 74 in high
ready to turn in a top performance a best cell’
in the 440. "He’s beginning to’ school.
sprint." Winter said. William’s.
who was sidelined by the flu lasi
mEN.s BLEEDING MADRAS
week, holds the Spartan record is,
COTTON SHIRTS
the quarter-mile at 46.4.
11,,d.ectvon in the Madras P
’
of India,
An important addition to the
v. riot y ol Colonial
SJS squad is Vance Barnes. A
Size: from small to extra ,aige
guard on the Spartan basketball
$5.00
team this season. Burnes will be
MEN S WHITE COTTON OXFORD
i-ompeting in his first track
Long or Short Sleeves
SHIRTS
of the year tomorrow. fie ti,.
$1.75 each or Two for $125
best of 6-10 in the high junip
Barry Beyer
nearly a foot over his head.
ICI to itor
CC 6 4453
The Spartan trush will be out

Old World Charm in Dining
America’s Most Beautiful Hof brau

DIVING INTO THE POOL are the members
of Coach Tom OnNiell’s 400-yard medley relay
team: (I to r) Dave Corvet, Bill Hird, Phil Whitten and Bob Wegman. If money for the trip
can be obtained, they will compete in the

NCAA

championships

Bill Illird will go In both the
100 (55.5) and 200-yard (2:11.2)
butterfly, while Cortwt will compete in the 50 (23.5) and 100yard (49.5) freestyle.
Steve Skold will go in the 100yard (55.11 butterfly and the 100yard (50.3) freestyle.
The swim team meets California’s Bears today in Berkeley at
3:30 p.m.

Columbus,

Ohio,

23rd straight win today at Berkeley against the
Is... "
University of California.

SJS Aquamen Ask ASB
To Finance NCAA Trip
SM. WI CtSkell Tom O’Neill has lequested money from the Associated
Student Body for a trip for five of ’
his team to the NCAA champion.’
ships to be held at Ohio state university March 29-31.
O’Neill plans to send Bob Wegman, Steve Skold, Phil Whitten,
Dave Corbet and Bill Bird if the
money is allotted.
Huh 14’egnoin’s 56.4 in the 100yard backstroke and 2:05.9 in the
200 place him in the bm five
svtimmers in this event In the
country.
The 400-yard medley relay team
has posted a time of 3:48.6, the
fastest time west of the Mississippi.
They are faster than powerful USC.
O’Neill plans to double his men
in the relays and in individual
events.
Phil Whitten, the school record
holder in the 100 (1:06.2i and the
200-yard (2:27.5) breaststroke, will
go in both breaststroke events.

at

March 29-31. The SJS swim team tries for its

FREE 45 r.p.m. Records

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
SUNDAY
through
THURSDAY

0
Die Rhinelander1,1
Band

Wilda
Baughn

Fri. & Sat. Nites;11

and Her Piano

with each Haircut
"We’re open Mon. thee Sot."

garden eily -lloArau

Commercial Barbershop
42 B. South 1st St., El Paso Court
Ants if desired CY 3 eS2104

51 So. Market

CY 7-2(102

European Movies

Friday,
March 16th
at
8:00 p.m.

FREE Refreshments
FREE European Travel Information
FREE Admittance to All Students

Centennial
Hall
Room
226

Seetours International
’"trde

LUCKY STRIKE
presents:

CIO’ MIAS
,

"We wanted you to be the first
to know, Mother...Mother? Mother?"

"PARENTS’
WEEKEND"
"Mom! Pop! Come on in
and meet my roommates.’

Frosh Win 11-0;
Meet Willow Glen
San Jose State’s freshman baseball team took its second straight
shutout win when it beat Irvington
high school 11-0 Tuesday.
Pitcher Dave Lucas of the Spartababes struck out 13 men and
gave up two hits in seven innings
to lead the team to victory.
The frosh meet Willow Glen high
school today at 3:30 p.m. at the
Spartan diamond.

1112M111.=
IT’S THE TALK
OF SAN JOSE!

"Now you boys see that
my Jimmie gets to bed
by 10:30, won’t you?"

"I’m afraid your father’s a little
burned up about your grades, dear."

"ARRRGH!"

ANGELO’S
Si

.15

FAMOUS
DINNER
STEAK
VISIT
OUR

Lariat
Room

CD osfier’s

SOON

CAMPUS SHOP
50 South 4th Street
Monday and narday fit 9

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE

Also Town & Country Village

72 E. SANTA CLARA
!"FREE

PARKINGAL’S & &RAC’S, 00 S....3rd

r.

BREAKING THE ICE FOR DAD. When Dad comes to visit, help him bridge the
years with questions like this: "These old ivy-covered buildings never change,
do they?" "Say, aren’t those girls the cat’s meow?" "Dad, do you remember how
great cigarettes used to taste?" Then inform your Dad that college students still
smoke more Luckies than any other regular. He will realize that times haven’t
really changed. He’ll be in such good, youthful spirits that he’ll buy you a carton.

i.r/offr /
CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
r

51.. ,a4itt<i’tin ,..iewao-Cramy --(Iu4eco. is our middle nem;

-war

6-se Situ ss. psi! v

Friday March 16 1962

Spartaguide

410W
Elam’

Roger Williams fellowship, sup, per and meeting, 484 E. San Fernando at., 5:40 p.m.

TODAY
Role club,

meeting, women’s
gym, 7-10:30 p.m.
Delta Phi l’psillon. speaker. Mrs.
Lillian Gray, professor of educatam, on "Current Trends in Primary Reading Instruction," facult:,.
dining room of Spartan cafeteria.
7 p.m.
SAC, meeting to plan Fulton
Lewis’ engagement, in front of
Morris Dailey auditorium. 12 p.m.
Extramural sports, golf. Almaden golf club: for transportation,
contact Mrs. Alice Reynolds, WG17,
1 p.m.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
Fatr5 of
gii;11
ity
MONr

An appilimmate Sal 55

Radio Auditions
Set for Monday

Pass Catching
LOS ANGELES (UPI) -Tom
Fears of the Los Angeles Rams
set a National Football League
record when he caught 18 passes
In a game against the Green Bay
Packers in 1950. The pass-catches
gained a total of 189 yards.

IN

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Representatives of the State of California will be on campus Tuesday, March 20, 1962 to interview 1962 candidates
for graduation in Civil Engineering. Employment opportunities exist in the following fields:

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING - For work with growing
California Department of Water Resources. Employment
in Sacramento and Los Angeles.
(Department of Water Resources)
HIGHWAY ENGINEERING - Design and field engineering in the State freeway program. Employment Statewide.
(Division of Highways)
Make interview arrangements at

will interview teacher candidates
for positions in elementary, junior
high and high schools.

terview students with any major
for a merchandising training program. Women are preferred.
Ampex corp. will interview electrical, mechanical and industrial
engineering majors for positions
2.51-1.110 for the remainder of the semester .., or make
in research, design, development,
offer.
quality control and field service
For information, coniaet 11r, Skillnid or a hones,engineering.
mother at 52 5 Sri. ’0111 street. Phone either CY 3-0(4 L
I The State of California will inor CY 2-b7 II.
terview any student with a B.S. in
ivil engineering for a position as
samanniumosimmussmassmasosamoursolowoomaillids
.t bridge, highway, sanitary or hy. draulic engineer.
Owens-Corning Fiberglas will interview majors in mechanical and
industrial engineering, industrial
an dtechnical business administraI CLASSIFIED RATES:
3 Rts. mil. mod. apt S.^v ref.. ponds. tion, economies and political sciCpl. only. $80. 545 So. 11th St.
2Se lin* first insertion
ence.
20c a line succeeding insertions
Redlands Public schools (San
for
kit.
with
priv.
Nice
furnished
room
2 line minimum
Girl’s Residence at Wendy Glen =-.2

FOR SALE

CLASSIFIEDS

men. For rent. 267 S. Ilth St.

Rm. for male. $35.

P

/4

I?‘

P
1),

r

Girl’s approved apt contract

-

r

-

-

’

Kit.

and

Oil.

Boy to share turn. mom. Ape

4.,

643 5,,

V

’

644,.

_English racer. $30, CY S Wentesl: Two me. t, rent with
p.m. to 9.00 pen. & weekends. Men. Lbe rent new apt. Phone 1{,nr
Pin,. CY 34045.
f
Brand new-En,,,,,t,T.
Bob N, A
4 ’4
Roommates Quick for U.N.P. 442 1,
9th. S/ p
y
Approved pt. contract,
--fe. CY 31814.
SERVICES
Exquisite new Pe,,: de Sole wedding Typing-Theses, Term papers, Reports
sale. Sire 8. Call CY 4.6993 etc. CY 3-0708.
Threnspeed
4 30

Extra large apt.,
I‘, 7079&

tli

4

Also:

Bi-lingual typists and secretaries

Interested in working in Washington. D.C., or Overseas

111

Contact the Placement Service,
Room 234, Administration Building, before March 20,
as

A Great Day for the Irish
st

Froth Candidates

This St. Paternik’s day, treat

1:5 ")IncresP lit’fenrl*I’enid

yourself to the best ranch-

rio3elbroumrotiPintid:
ugle,Ili

burger you’ve ever tasted.
It’s crammed with

45,

flavor and only . . .

621 :gclieS:1 .alSiFit l
of the
tall It
Fagot
Oily 5.

TICO’S TACOS

164

at

4th and St. James
r

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: DON DRENNAN
Just one )ear ago Dun Dietitian

1.1ated from college
with a business degree. Today, as a Telephone Company
traffic man, he is responsible for introducing new telephone
methods and advanced rommunirations services to San
Francisco’s civic and business leaders.

Don Drennan of Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Company,
and the other young men like him in Bell Telephone
Companies throughout the country. help bring the finest
communications service its the world to the homes and
businesses of a groe ing America.

Fry

fv.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

t Ill
*111)
Parda’

111"uRrrig.

la7rP4.Theul
iera
rt

HUI
iv
Will the girl who
lost the bookworm in
Robert’s Book Store
please come in and
find him? He’s running through our
Paperback Sections:
Ilike mite!!

MISCILLANIOUS

RINTALS
APnowed rosartrisent-i
W.11
Apt. 2
.;
,.
,nri+ rose CY 4.14/0

Economics
Engineering
Sciences

’1 -

Boy to share lure. 2 -boy opt.
IA. S4C. 6,43 S. beh.
$38

r

Malors In: Political Science (International Relations)

CV 1-1847.

WANTID

295 /91-m na.c

11.11;41;11

toY
WrY ’
1*70

Lg. furs. apt. 8th & St. lamas. 4 men,
$120.00. Call AN 9-0104.

Maim, ctimYi quiet. 3 rm furnished spar"
restiu’ts only, no pets. $75
R
O
a
1446, CY 2.5229.
So. F
SALE
lure.
1
bdrrn.
apt.
for 3. Peg..
Lg.
1962 Pontiac Catalina 2.d
h",-Pr.,p. 4
8t6. $100. CY 5-3485.
’.998I
7’
57 DeSoto. $650.
- CY 8.5132 Fare. 4Pfs !Or men or women. 141"4. wit
wiw ,iron’s. lowed. tech. & storegn
,oece. 536 So. 8th. CY 4.5744.
’56 Porsche super coupe, $1850. Trade
/kit. pn
Close to campus. Male. Pm.
n
. n. AN 9.1433
$28 no. 47 So. 8th. 5:30-6:30 p.m
1961 Conrail’ Mnnra rouge. 4 speed.
142 Remo St. 79’ 584,5 2 Sr. furnished apt 457 So. 4th St. Gee
!2 1... EA .st
CY 4.5085 or AL 23420.
54 Jaguar XK 120. Good cond. Must
Summer Wes now on new apt. house
in. $600. Cell CY 44187.
2 & 3 bedrooms. See mgr.. 426 So. 644
’66 Ford 2 dr., H.T. RSH
Apt. *7. CY 4-0662 or CY 7-9344
$550. C. CV 7-8731.

1,

Seeking
Men or Women

1716 134I5 JAZZ 0 ’ICU IR WiIN’USFitC6SINIK5

, T1 ESDAY
Joseph Magnin co., Inc., will in-

,

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

Carmel Union Elementary school

the Placement Office

Used typewriters.

memo

WI114
"Our present lab, which consists
samovue Of I3410 CRAZY FOKEIGN LANGUAGE PIT,AVVICI#
of about a dozen tape lecorders, is
completely inadequate," the language head declared. "It is jammed
to the hilt most of the day as more
and more people discover the adBernardino eitunty. will interview vantage of listening to a language
MON DAM
L. H. Penney and co. will inter- teacher candidates for positions in actually being spoken," Dr. Godview assistant accountants who elementary, junior high and high dard explained.
have B.S. degrees in business ad- schools.
"In the new lab, if we get it, the
Bellflower Unified district (Los student’s contact with a foreign
ministration, and accountant maAngeles
county)
will
interview
tors.
language would be greatly extendSimmons Co. will interview can- prospective teachers for positions ed," he said. There will be six masin
elementary,
junior
high and ter tape recorders arranged so that
didates for sales management
training programs, factory man- high schools.
- - agement training programs, office
management, and those with degrees in business administration
There will be a meeting of all
who are interested in sales or fac- V
candidates for freshman class oftory management.
fices today at 3:30 p.m. in the ColWestern Gear Corp. will interIt ontinued front Page I)
view majors in mechanical and said Mrs. Hubbard, if Africa is lege Union. At this time, places
will be drawn for the placement of
elect] ical engineering, design or to make further progress.
candidate’s names on the ballot.
marketing.
Mrs. Hubbard has studied poMontgomery Ward and co. will litical, social and economic condi- vOcieceocteoccoorm..e.
interview majors in business ad- tions throughout Africa by ’ravelBICYCLES - UNICYCLES
NEW AND USED
ministration, liberal arts, or ac- ing extensively on that continent.
Charlie’s Bicycle and Hobby Shot,
counting for the position of junior From her experiences, she has
specialises in Derailers (13 different
modIs to choose from), and English
retail management trainee.
written three books on African
Lightweights. IC a r t o n or Set ...prices). Custom built Unicycles
Remington Rand Univac will in- conditions, and has contributed
Tendon’s. Charlie’s elm rents 3 spei,
Ns
and tandems for those special we..
terview majors in electrical engi- numerous articles to leading Amerend trips. We also repair and hand .
neering, mathematics or physics ican and Canadian periodicals.
Paris for all makes and mod. ,
That’s:
for the positions of computer pro- She served with the U.S. MiliI .
Bike awl N
grammer and electrical design en- tary Intelligence dealing with AfChP
arlie b Hobby Shot,
gineer.
rican affairs during World War
925 E. Duane, Sunnyvale
(In the Fair Oaks 5h000,-1 Franklin -McKinley Elementary and later with the State departnear Sayshore freewevi
.
,
district. San Jose. will interview ment as vice consul to South AfHo,s. oldnn Daily ’t-i .
0
prospective elementary teachers.
rica.
’I

WE Ji15 DONT

African Racialism
iewed by Hubbard

BRIDGE ENGINEERING - Design and field work on
bridges. Employment in S.F. Bay Area.
(Division of San Francisco Bay Toll Crossings and Bridge
Dept.)

PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office.Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Sand in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

voice and play it back. Presently have."
"Most of the high ..1001s and
a student can only listen to the
taped lessons and cannot listen to ecij.tu.snuii:p:ermrinoetimlemtg:iesuclh.aaiusiugn1.1,i17:hhe,e,7;:ih.ersa:
the way he speaks the language.
"One of our main functions
"is to Ian
here," Dr. Goddard

-4- Job Interviews -4-

SENIORS

TO

in
laidget ars in.iriietor could listen in and: train tui,t,e o ten, ,,
and how to teach language l’ill’’’’’:ge
give instructions.
. in.
Also, a student in the new lab. chides teaching the Use of nuid,rn
would be encouraged to record his lab equipment which as don.1

request to cover the cost of a new
30-station full console language lab
is now pending in Sacramento, according to Dr. Wesley Goddard.
head of the San Jose State Language department.
"The new lab would be ready for
next semester." Dr. Goddard said.
"It has been approved locally." he
said, "and we shounld know in a
few days if it has been approved In
Sacramento."
"The new lab would be used as
a library facility in addition to
classroom assignments." Dr. Goddard explained. The budget provides for a full time technician and
a student assistant. It would be
open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily.

Auditions will be held Monday
for students in any department
wishing to do announcing work on
the future campus FM station or,
on the current college radio Nogram, "Showcase, San Jose State."
Auditions are scheduled for 1 p.m.
in the radio station, room SD121.

TOMORROW
Co-Rec. swimming. volleyball,
ping pang, quiet games, badminton
and basketball, Men’s and Women’s
gyms, 12:30-4:30 p.m.
SUNDAY
itmley foundation, meeting.
Wesley foundation, Fifth and Santa
Clara sta.. 6 p.m.
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